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Executive Summary

Withan audience exceeding 3 billionpeople, social networkshave becomethe main channel for
communicationand consuming content. Highersocial media consumptionand an increase in
utilizationof ad-blockers hasbrought Influencer Marketing to the mainstream & is estimated to be
a > USD 23 billion opportunity by 2022.

Ourapproach to thisindustry isdifferent –we are the onlydata-driven enterprise-level platformthat
providesuserswithproductivityand collaboration based tools.While existing tools are focusing on running 
individual campaigns, we have developed a platform that will be licensed to Agencies and Large brands, 
including Retailers so they can effectively compete with e-Commerce giants like Amazon for online brand 
visibility.

Our platform provides a much greater role to social media Influencers, who can now effectively 
monetize their social media presence.  A good online ecosystem should be inclusive of all 4 pillars of 
Influencer Marketing including Content Creators, Content Distributors, Digital Consultants and the 
upcoming segment of ICO Bounty Hunters

WithBlockChain implementation,we willtransformthisindustryand resolve keypain pointsvia
BlockChain Ledger attributes. Ourfocus ison leveraging BlockChain use-casesto make thisindustry
moretransparent, scalable, and inclusive.

CxN Token Holders will be a part of a fast-growing community that would interact withBrands
and Influencersof all sizeson topics ranging fromContent Creation, Arbitration, and crowd-
sourcing activities,etc.

SocialCxN isalready workingwithFortune500Companies and expanding into new market
segments.

SocialCxN is bringing all Influencer Marketing stakeholders together by introducing a first-of-its 
kind revolutionary BlockChain solution that compliments our existing SaaS-based (Software-as-
a-Service) enterprise-level platform. We have identified a major gap in the current industry 
capabilities and our innovative approach will accelerate growth of this industry globally.
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Our Vision:
Data-Driven Influencer Marketing 3.0

With an estimated buying power of $44 billion, Gen Z is spending more than 5 hours per day on 
their phone, making them well positioned for cryptocurrency adoption. By designing our platform 
with the most digitally active generation in mind, we differentiate ourselves from the 
infrastructural protocols developed to serve the “initial wave” of avid users and deliver a valuable 
new audience to the world of BlockChain.

Long Term View:
We have a long term view for this industry  via 
our platform. We believe that we can  
streamline a Brand’s Marketing Budgets year-
over-year and not just run one-off campaigns
for short term gains.

Strategic Insights:
Leverage Big Data Tools and Intelligent  
Recommendations in Influencer Marketing
decision-making process.

BlockChain Transformation:
We have identified pain points in this industry that can
be resolved with BlockChain ledgers and further
transform this industry beyond basic Influencer 
Marketing.

Consolidate Influencer Marketing industry by leveraging BlockChain ledgers for all 
stakeholders including rewards for our Token Community .

Problem Statement

Our Mission

While there are basic tools available in this industry, they have been unable to create a 
platform that caters to the growing needs for transparency & efficiency in this industry. This 
increased activity has given rise to a new breed of challenges  including topics such as:
I. How to increase collaboration in an automated manner?
II. How to leverage data for better decision-making in Influencer Marketing industry?
III. How to improve productivity and efficiency in this industry?
IV. How to include all stakeholders in this effort with a feedback loop?
V. How to safeguard rights of Content Creators?
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SocialCxN’s Advantages

Productivity-based tools:
Connect Brands and Influencers based on data and ratings
and not hear-say or word-of-mouth

Automation:
Provide an automated role for Influencer Agents and Digital 
Agencies (so far neglected by most other automation
platforms).

We are in the age of a social media revolution   



Introduction:
Influencer Marketing Ecosystem
The Influencer Marketing ecosystem has 4 key players. SocialCxN is the only platform where 
each of these stakeholders have their own user interfaces to manage online campaigns in a 
collaborative manner while automating all everyday features.

Brands
- Large Corporations
- Small Businesses
- Not-for-Profits
- Political Campaign  

Managers

Influencers
- Content Creators
- Content Distributors
- Digital Experts
- Bounty Hunters

Digital Agencies
- Manage marketing  

budgets for large  
businesses

- Maintain decision-making  
on budget allocations

Influencer Agents
- Exclusively manage a  

niche network of  
Influencers for  
commercial work

Why existing platforms are facing  
challenges in scaling?
Whilethere are many tools available inthe  
market, there is no enterprise-level platform  
available in the market.

Current platforms lack focus on long term  
business strategy
All existing platforms are based on running  
individual Influencer campaigns for Brands  
and do not provide a long term solution by 
which they can compare and evaluate 
performance against historic and market data.

Current platforms focus on Middle-Man  
approach for immediate profits
Most Influencer Tools try to ‘cut-out’ digital  
agencies to promote their own in-house  
Consulting services. This increases the costs  
for Brands since they have to pay an 
additional 40-50% of campaign budgets in  
‘management fees’. SocialCxN is the only
Enterprise Version Platform which follows an  
inclusive approach. We believe that  
Agencies provide a valuable service for  
campaign management for large Brands.  
This is why we provide a clear role to all  
stakeholders in this automation process.

Influencer Agents have no role in 
existing  tools
Influencer Agents are an integral part of this  
ecosystem. Almost all existing platform ignore  
their role. This is not a scalable approach  
since many Influencers operate via an Agent. 
At SocialCxN, we have provided a clear role to 
these Agents in order to bring them into  the 
‘Digital Ecosystem’.

Influencer  

Marketing  

Industry
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“At SocialCxN, we believe that Influencer Marketing  
providesquantifiable use-cases forBrands at all stages of  
customer journey.”

Customer  

Journey for  

a Brand

Pro-active  

Monitoring

Response  

Management

Amplify  

Messaging
Build positive  

sentiments

Launch  
Products

Q&A  
Management

Provide Pre-
sale discounts

Provide  
Reviews

Build  
Sentiments

Crisis  
Management

Sneak-peek  
Previews

Foster  
Communities

General
Awareness

Brand  
Awareness

Give  
Referrals

Provide  
Discounts

Early  Adaptors  
Management

Experience  
Management

Provide  
Endorsements

Build  
Communities

Endorsements
Response  

Management

Advocacy  
Management

Loyalty  Program  
Management

Advocacy  
Management

Loyalty  
Program  

Setup

Provide  
Recommendations

Retain & 
Grow 

Community

InfluencerMarketing has a role to play across 

every stage of a Brand’sCustomer Journey.

Experience

CxN Segmentation Grid: Influencer Marketing has

multiple use-cases for helping Brands
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Market Size

Market Potential across our Target Market (2022)

Global  Advertising  
Spend

>USD 580 Billion

Redistribution of 
Marketing Budgets

>USD 23 Billion

Mckinsey Digital,e-marketeer, CxN Research Survey 2017

- We see influencer market size to consist of budgets allocated for Content Creators, 
Content Distributors, Digital Consultants, and Bounty Hunters (upcoming ICO 
ecosystem).

- We foresee three factors that will accelerate growth of this market:

i. Adoption of ad-blockers is reducing effectiveness of online ads (> 500 million Internet 
users have installed ad-blockers. The opportunity lost due to ad-blocking alone is 
expected to be USD 40 billion

ii. TV ads are losing viewership (research shows that TV viewers turn to their phones 
during commercial breaks)

iii. Productivity-based platforms entering Influencer Marketing ecosystem and bringing 
more transparency and collaboration tools

- Influencers as Digital Consultants is a 
growing segment which we expect to 
be worth > USD 3 billion/Year by 2022. 
This increases our market potential. 

- Bounty Programs are a new segment 
and we expect this market to continue 
to grow and reach close to USD 500 
million in terms of market potential by 
2022.
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- We estimate Content Creation and 
Distribution via Influencers to be a > USD 20 
billion Market by 2022 (a highly fragmented 
market ready for consolidation).

We expect adoption of Influencer 
Marketing to grow across B2C/B2B 
since large enterprises are moving 
away from campaign-based tools to 
more comprehensive data-driven 
platforms with data repositories for 
intelligent insights.

+ +
USD 20 
Billion

USD 3 
Billion

USD 0.5 
Billion

USD 23.5 
Billion

✓Content Creation
✓Content Distribution
(Promotional 
Campaigns, Product 
Reviews, Subtle 
messaging, etc.)

✓Digital Consulting
(Workshops, Seminars, 
Trainings)

✓Bounty Programs
(Social Campaigns/Non-
Social Campaigns such as 
translations, etc.)

✓One-stop shop for 
Influencer Marketing 

for all Brands and 
Agencies



The Current Situation
Challenges in this Industry
What are the problems we are trying to solve?
- The Influencer Marketing Industry is fragmented and lacks collaboration since no existing tool is 

productivity-based.
- Brands want to invest in Influencer Marketing but struggle with manual ideation, ineffective 

campaign management, and lack of reporting features in existing approach.
- Brand Teams have no clear historic data points to evaluate results of prior campaigns 

while planning their marketing calendars or asking for higher budgets.
- SocialCxN’s existing enterprise version resolves all these issues.

- Industry faces challenges in  
terms of transparency and  
collaboration tools.

- There are no enterprise platforms 
available to cater to Large
Retailers or Global Brand  
Campaigns.

What do
these

Problems
mean for  

Marketing?-Social media is growing
fast & Brands want to increase  
outreach towards Influencers -
However, they lack collaborative  
tools for enhanced productivity.

- Brands find it difficult to quantify  
results of Influencer Marketing  
Campaigns.

- No existing solution provides 
recommendations based on big 
data reporting for intelligent 
decision-making.

- Traditional Advertising is 

losing relevance.

- > 500 million ad-blockers 

have been installed by 

internet users.

For BlockChain Startups:
Running an ICO Bounty Program is a hassle. Our existing platform already solves this problem
for ICO Startups for Translations, Reviews, and Publishing segments. We aspire to become a 
one-stop shop for managing all Social Media PR Campaigns in a transparent manner within 2018.
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Influencer 
Industry 
Challenges

Broad 
Marketing
Challenges



-Productivity-based 

approach for automation

-Transparency on Pricing, 

Campaign Performance, & 

ROI

How is  
SocialCxN  

solving this  
problem for  
Marketing?

-Enhanced Pricing 
Transparency

-Cross-Border Collaboration 

with authentic Influencers

-Ideation opportunity to  

showcase talents to top 

brands

-Get great reviews from 

Brands and increase your 

CxN Ranking for more 

business

-Copyrights Protection
-Quick Dispute Resolution

-Content licensing option

-Showcase Reviews and

Ratings

A > $23 billion industry by 2022 for SocialCxN
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For Brands & Agencies

For Influencers

We are already making it easier for Brands and Influencers to manage their Influencer Marketing 
needs via our platform and plan to implement BlockChain Integration to make this platform the 
most preferred choice for all stakeholders.
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Introducing SocialCxN:
Traction to-date

Current Technology Stack
Achievements to-date
SocialCxN vs. Competitive Landscape



Current Platform Technology
Stack for SocialCxN.io

Server Technologies Ubuntu, Restify using Node.js, Nginix

Database Technologies MYSQL

Development Environment Node.js, MYSQL (sequelize ORM), Angular 4

Third Party Integrations Transloadit, Mailgun, Firebase

Payment Gateways Stripe, PayPal

Cloud Technologies AWS, Digital Ocean

Technologies we 
work with
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Introducing SocialCxN:  
Current Status
SocialCxN: Progress to-date & 2018 plans

- SocialCxN Agency 
launched in USA

- Product launched 
with pilot customers

- Paid campaigns with  
Brands and Digital  
Agencies

- Revenue generation  
initiated with paid  
customers

July  2017 July  2018

- Enterprise platform  
launched

- iOS and Android apps
launched for Brands &
Influencers

- Additional features  
introduced for Digital  
Agencies & Influencer  
Agents

-Key differentiators:
- Pricing calculator
- Ideation software
- Collaboration: multi-user  

interfaces
- Full marketing 

management features 
including scheduling, 
ROI reporting, 
analytics, real-time in-
platform messaging & 
more

- ICO launch
- Smart Contract for 

CxN Token
- Bounty program  

initiated
- Pre-sale begins
- Public sales  

planned for the end  
of March 2018

- Platforms we  
cover:
-Facebook
-Twitter
-Instagram
-Snapchat
-LinkedIn
-YouTube
-Pinterest

- Transition to Ethereum 
BlockChain initiated

- Sales Development  
Teams expanded across 
key countries, including:
-Canada
-Germany
-UK
-France
-Italy
-Spain

- Emerging Markets
- API Integration planned  

with Salesforce 
Marketing and Sales 
Clouds

Feb 2018 March 2018

Our Clients:
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SocialCxN is a seamless
& safe approach to 
connect Brands with 
Influencers.

A fully functional platform  
operating with Brands  
including Retailers & 
Fortune 500 Companies.

Fully functional platform  
iOS and Android apps  
available.



The SocialCxN Approach: 
A productivity platform leveraging data

Platform to Connect Brands with Influencers
based on Big Data Tools

Intelligent tools for 
Optimization/  

Recommendations

• Brands

• Digital Agencies

• Bounty Program

Managers

• Influencers

• Influencer
Agents

• Bounty Hunters

Chatbots based 
on Machine 

Learning

SocialCxN for Brands & Digital Agencies:
- Data-driven approach
- Productivity features for self-service (Ideation/Messaging/Budget Management/Reporting)
- No need for hundreds of emails, back and forth
- Bring your existing Influencer partners on-board for effective management from one platform
- Reviews and Ratings to make intelligent decisions
- Get detailed reports for each campaign. All data is saved in our repository for future insights

SocialCxN for Influencers & Influencer Agents:
- Maintain your Ratings and Reviews
- Provide ideas in our Ideation tool for more business activities and recognition from Brands
- Manage your entire portfolio from one spot
- Seamless payments mechanism
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SocialCxN’s Influencer Platform caters to 4 key stakeholders:

i)  Brands   ii)  Influencers   iii)  Digital Agencies   iv)  Influencer Agents
- Our automated SaaS-based approach has been described as the most intuitive and user-

friendly influencer-solution in the market.
- The current platform helps a brand Search, Select, and Communicate with credible Influencers

who can market their products or services within the relevant target market.
- Our solution is “collaboration-based” and allows for multiple users within an organization to use 

the tool across their entire marketing strategy.



We have 4 distinct target groups for our offering

LARGE ENTERPRISES STARTUPS/SMEs
(operate via Digital Agencies)

- Fortune 1000 Corporations
- Digital Ad Spend: > $100 billion, globally
- Key Channels: All social media forums
- Opportunity: Content Distribution for  

brand messaging/web traffic/  
promotions/PR/reviews

(operate via Digital Agencies)

- Tech Startups/local/medium sized  
businesses/ICO Startups

- Key Channels: All social media forums
- Opportunity: Content Distribution for  

reputation management/lead  
management/product reviews/local  
business opportunities.

NOT FOR PROFIT ORGs

(late adaptors to Social Media)

- Not-for-Profits are steadily adapting to  
social media for causes

- Key Channels: Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn

- Opportunity: Content Distribution for  
donations, email listings, goodwill, PR 
messaging/advocacy

POLITICAL/GOVERNMENTS
(Election Campaigns & General
Public Messaging)

- Digital Ad Spend, 2008: > $0.2 billion,
2016: > $1 billion (50% on Social Ads),
2020: > $3.2 billion projected

- Key Channels: Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram
- Opportunity: Content Distribution for political 

advocacy at local/national level. Election 
campaigns/PR/crisis management. Act as a 
recruitment platform for online advocates

1 2

3 4
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What is our Client
Segmentation?



Who are
Social Media Influencers?

Types of Influencers by Size

✓Influencers wield their influence through social  
media channels (Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, 
Facebook, etc.).

✓They are thought-leaders in social media 
engagement across relevant interest groups. Their 
recommendations have the power to influence 
decisions & actions of social media users. 

✓They actively shape perceptions around relevant 
interest categories on social media. They are ready 
to monetize their influence by collaborating with 
Brands of their choice.

CONTENT  
CREATORS

CONTENT  
DISTRIBUTORS

DIGITAL  
CONSULTANTS

BOUNTY  
HUNTERS

Social Media Celebrity  
Influencers

> 1 Million followers

Macro Influencers

500k - 1 million followers

Bounty Hunters

(Individual social media  
users who can actively 
engage with audiences 
based on their skillset)Micro Influencers

1k - 100k followers

Mid-tier Influencers

100k - 500k followers
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Over the last 13 years, social media has built a new digital world where we socialize and rely 
on each other for recommendations and suggestions. Almost all of us follow Facebook pages 
or Instagram profiles which resonate with our tastes and interests. Those pages and profiles 
are the ‘Influencers’ of the digital age. Simply put, an Influencer is someone who has the 
ability to sway/impact the purchasing decisions of others.

Types of Influencers by Category

✓ With > 500 million internet users 
applying ad-blockers and TV ads 
becoming just ‘noise-in-the-
background’, Brands are rushing to 
Influencers to achieve visibility in 
front of target audiences.

✓ Businesses get an ROI of 
approximately USD 6.50 for every 
USD 1.00 spent on Influencer 
Marketing – much higher than 
traditional advertising.



Four ways Influencers
can help Brands using SocialCxN

In Content Creation, the Influencer has 
to create marketing content for the 
Brand, based on their knowledge and 
experience of the product or service 
(videos, written articles, product 
reviews, memes & hashtags).

1. Content Creation 2. Content Distribution

3. Digital Consulting 4. ICO Bounty Programs

Content Distribution requires an  
Influencer to share or rotate content 
that is created by the Brand itself for 
marketing purposes. This way, a Brand 
can get in front of millions of new  
potential customers in no time.

Brands love to engage social media
experts for short-term assignments
& workshops to help train their
internal digital teams.

Social Media Influencers can help
Brands with this activity via webinars, 
live chats, in-person workshops, etc.

ICO startups rely heavily on Bounty 
Programs for PR & marketing social 
media Influencers can help these  
startups with Brand Amplification  in 
an effective manner.
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Introducing
SocialCxN: How it works?
Individual campaign management by a Brand:
Robust one-stop-shop for managing a campaign and benefiting over the long term from our

data repository.

Campaign  
Creation  

(Ideation tools)
Influencer  
Discovery

Influencer  
Selection

Pricing  
Recommendations  

for offers
Campaign  

Launch

Campaign  
Management  

(messaging/chat)

Performance  
Scorecard for  
ROI Reporting  
(per campaign)

Rate  
Influencer  

Performance

Repeat  
Business

Understanding 5 Key Long-term Benefits for Brands:
SocialCxN as a productivity tool based platform on clear ROI propositions.

Measuring  
historic data  
available for  

assessing  
individual
& full year  

campaign ROI

Ease of  
payment  

options for  
cross-border  

payments

Data-Driven  
Campaigns  

Manage  
Influencer  

Relationships  
based on data

Efficiency  
Safeguard  

against fraud
or delayed

work

Global Platform  
Engage with  

Content 
Creators  

worldwide
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SocialCxN advantage
over existing solutions providers
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Influencer 
Discovery & 

Outreach 
Tools 

Influencer 
Market-
places

Campaign 
Management 

Tools

Emerging 
Crypto

Marketplaces

Individual Campaign Reporting

Historic Data Reporting

Ideation Module

Built-in Pricing Calculator

Budget Planning Tools

Content Creators

Content Distributors

Digital Consultants

Digital Agency Module

Influencer Agent Module

Bounty Program Management

Stakeholder Ecosystem Coverage

The Influencer Marketing industry is just getting started in terms of looking to capitalize on 
BlockChain technology. While some competitor tools have covered aspects of the Influencer 
Marketing ecosystem, SocialCxN encompasses a much broader spectrum of content offerings, 
using our hybrid approach which is above and beyond what any company in the same market can 
offer.

Current Status

Campaign Management Tools



SocialCxN advantage over

Planned Activities = Included in our roadmap and those of other players in the market 19

Influencer 
Discovery & 

Outreach 
Tools 

Influencer 
Market-
places

Campaign 
Management 

Tools

Emerging 
Crypto

Marketplaces

Intellectual Property Protection for 
Content Creators

Community Rewards for Token Holders

Crypto Payments for Stakeholders

Smart Contract for Community 
Voting

Smart Contract Price Efficiency

Smart Contracts for Token Holders as 
Arbitrators for Disputes

Service Level Agreement Setup

Planned Activities for BlockChain
Implementation

BlockChain Roadmap vs. Competition in Industry 

emerging Crypto-based  
solutions providers
We are offering a solution to this industry which is based on real-life challenges.

Our BlockChain use-cases would make SocialCxN the best-in-class solution for licensing to 
target segments.

Our interaction with Marketing thought leaders at major corporations has shown that 
BlockChain-based platforms will have the same traction for Retailers and large media Brands  
over the next 6-12 month that BlockChain offerings have had in the financial sector.

=

BlockChain Use-Cases



Finances
for the next 5years

-Monetization Model
-Revenue Forecasts
-Budget Allocations

Vision for the next 5 years
Our Pledge

Monetization Model

Revenue Forecasts

Budget Allocations



Our Pledge to
Token Community

At SocialCxN we believe in a tokenized and transparent economy.

We will disclose all relevant information to our CxN Community, consisting of our 
Token Holders.

We believe in complete transparency

Updates during ICO Phase:

- Regular updates via Blog-Posts and email on progress

Updates during Post-ICO Phase:

- Monthly updates via Blog-Posts on Development Status and Major business development 

achievements

- Quarterly Reports via CxN Blog on Business Model and CxN Community 

Activities

- First-of-its-kind Annual Webcast to update CxN Token Community on Progress and Achievements
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Business Model

1-12
months

13-24
months

25-36
months

37-48
months

49-60
months

Tech Development 33.0% 33.0% 33.0% 33.0% 33.0%

Sales Development 44.0% 45.0% 46.0% 47.0% 48.0%

Marketing/PR 10.0% 9.0% 8.5% 8.0% 7.5%

Management 4.0% 4.0% 3.5% 3.2% 2.8%

CxN Community Development 5.0% 5.0% 5.5% 6.1% 6.2%

Legal/Admin 4.0% 4.0% 3.5% 2.7% 2.5%

Estimated Revenue Potential in Post-ICO Phase (USD Millions)

CAGR = Compounded Annual Growth Rate
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USD 2.8 
USD 14.6 

USD 27.8 

USD 54.2 

USD 138.0 

0-12 
Months

13-24 
Months

25-36 
Months

37-48
Months

49-60
Months

Post-ICO Budget Allocations Proposed for Rapid Expansion

✓ In 2017, we achieved a Global Revenue Run Rate, close to USD 1 million
✓ We expect to achieve operating profitability within 20-24 months even with aggressive 

growth activities
✓ We plan to achieve USD 500 million annual revenues within 84 months
✓ Factors enabling growth:

➢ Brand Acquisitions worldwide
➢ Number of Campaigns and repeat activity
➢ Transaction Volume/campaign
➢ Redistribution of Marketing Budgets

Post-ICO Time Frame

1. Brand subscriptions to existing platform services.
2. Licensing fee for white label solutions for Brands to run close-loop Influencer Marketing programs.
3. Service Fee for every campaign running via the platform.
4. Managed Service fees for our in-house agency for Individual Campaigns.

Existing Revenue Model



Budget Allocations:
Post-ICO Use of Proceeds Types

Tech Development & Research 
Development costs are dedicated to full-

time salaries, contractors, research, plat-

form and hosting fees.

Marketing & PR
Building a robust marketing campaign in 
several languages, user acquisition, building 
up brand awareness.

Sales Development
Building a robust marketing campaign in 
several languages, user acquisition, building 
up Brand awareness.

CxN Community Development  
Growing business via strategic  
partnerships, additional content  
integration partners, acquiring or  
partnering with well-known platforms  
relevant to growing the CxN
Token Holders.

Legal & Administrative
Legal, accounting, hardware, rent & other 
third-party services needed to run an 
organization.

Management
Growing business via strategic partnerships, 
additional content integration partners, acquiring
or partnering with well-known platforms relevant 
to growing the CxN Token Holders.
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Expansion Plan by Region

1. Large Brands: We will continue to primarily focus on a licensing model to bring more players  
into the ecosystem, including Digital Agencies, large Brands, Not-for-Profits, and political 
campaigns. Licensing will be in the form of Individual Brand Licenses. Digital Agency Licenses, 
and Licensing for Large Enterprises to run their entire Marketing program via our platform. We 
also provide a White Label solution to retailers via licensing for in-house setup.

2. Small & Medium Sized Businesses: Many small businesses don’t have the knowhow for 
running Digital Marketing Campaigns on Social Media. We already engage small businesses on 
the platform via our managed service subscriptions for stand-alone campaigns. In future, our 
sales development efforts will focus on connecting SMEs with Bounty Managers and Digital 
Specialists (via our platform) to run campaigns on their behalf. We have already managed Pilot 
projects for this approach successfully.

3. Public Advocacy: We are running pilot projects in beta mode right now with 
selective partners.

Focus Countries for Sales Development in next 4-30 months:
✓SocialCxN is already operating in4 countries
✓Planningtoexpand quickly in Post-ICO Phase

Japan 
SouthKorea  
UAE
Qatar  
India  
Indonesia  
Malaysia  
Thailand

NorthAmerica:
USA

Canada  
Mexico  
Columbia  
Brazil  
Argentina

Europe:  
Germany  
France  
UK
Italy  
Spain  
Portugal  
Nordics

Singapore  

Hong Kong 

Turkey

Pakistan

Brand Acquisition Targets:

24

Asia and Emerging Markets:



Technical BlockChain
Architecture

Token Design Framework Leveraging
Raiden Network complementary to Ethereum BlockChain



Token Design Framework

CxN Tokens will be implemented on the public Ethereum BlockChain as an ERC20 compliant 
token. Ethereum is quickly becoming the industry standard for custom digital assets and Smart 
Contracts. The ERC20 interface on Ethereum network allows for deployment of a compatible 
standard Token that works well within its network specially across wallets and development 
tools.

While Ethereum is our first choice for Smart Contracts platform, we will continue to monitor 
other platforms as well as identify emerging inter-chain protocols that could be leveraged for 
our business model.

An off-chain BlockChain digital assets payment platform like Raiden Network also fits into our 
plans since it is scalable, fast, interoperable with ERC20 compliant Tokens, and possibly has
lower transaction fees. Limitations in transaction speed for Ethereum can be offset with 
Raiden. We will continue to monitor the progress around new technologies and evaluate them 
based on key performance indicators including protocols, inter-operability, speed, and costs.

Agreed business rules, logic, and contract terms will be programmed to automate transactions 
via Smart Contracts. We envision our solution as a tamper-resistant BlockChain solution.

Why issue our own Cryptocurrency?

SocialCxN will be a one-stop-shop for all stakeholders to collaborate in a transparent and 
valuable manner. Our BlockChain solution is going to be the first-of-its-kind in the Influencer 
Marketing arena in particular and Digital Marketing area in general, and will be well-accepted 
across large Brands & corporations through our effective sales development approach.

Our Token will serve to ensure transparency and automation across performance 
measurement and payment processing on the platform. In addition, a Token Holder will be 
part of our platform community and engage directly with Brands and Influencers on critical 
topics, such as Primary Research, Arbitration, and Early Access to New Content and Ideas 
shared by Brands and Influencers. The larger the Token Community, the greater the 
momentum around BlockChain in general and CxN in particular. Our Token will help our 
community associate closely with our ecosystem. We have confidence that this approach will 
generate Influencers of tomorrow from within our Token Community.

We believe that CxN Token ownership will help increase participation in our BlockChain-
enabled products and accelerate user growth and interest. We are the only platform that 
incorporates all stakeholders in this industry. Brands and Influencers love engaged 
communities. With features like Primary Research, we will disrupt the traditional market 
research industry by automating community feedback towards Brands at lower costs.

Our vision is similar to many of our readers – to transition every traditional industry from 
outdated forms of payments and primitive technologies towards advanced BlockChain
solutions and more seamless and scalable payment options. Developing a CxN community that 
engages with platform efficiency is a key element.

Ethereum as the preferred BlockChain platform
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CxN Token Circulation

CxN Token has been designed with clear use cases both for the immediate future as well 
as for long term utilization.
While some emerging ICO projects focus on tokenization without a clear BlockChain 
Infrastructure use-case, we have designed our offering where the BlockChain infrastructure 
would be the basis for our Token’s demand and supply.
Our Token has been designed for:
- Brands and Digital Agencies
- Influencers and Influencer Agents
- Digital Marketing Professionals looking to engage with Brands and Influencers
- General Audiences that want to be part of a rewards program while working with 

marketeers

Note:
- We are already in discussions with Prospect clients on tokenization and running campaigns 

through our platform with Tokens. We have received very good responses so far.
- This is critical because we believe that for the success of BlockChain ecosystem, large 

corporations and enterprises would look for solid use-cases and strong management teams.
- We believe we will be in a unique position to introduce tokenization across marketing divisions 

of Fortune 1000 Companies.

What are the Tokens used for and value proposition for a utility token?

Token Launch on CxN Platform
- In the beginning, SocialCxN will facilitate Brands/ICO startups/Influencers to start  utilizing 

CxN Tokens as payment and facilitate it with incentives. This will be done via our 
accelerated sales development activities.

- The value of the Token will become more relevant with more users on the platform (Brands,  
Influencers and audience Token Holders) and more activity (campaigns, early-
access/discounted products and services, primary research, etc.)

- We believe that our Token will be well-circulated in our ecosystem through high 
demand as we scale up our sales development and marketing efforts.
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How will the
CxN Token work?

Brand purchasesCxN
Tokens to use on the platform.  
Brand uses CxNToken for:
-Campaign Management
-Engaging withCxN  
community

-Ideation
-Primary Market Research

Influencers &

Influencer

Agents

We believe that our CxN  
Token Community will pro-
duce the Influencers of  
tomorrow, since they will be  
engaged and would under-
stand stakeholder 
requirements, thanks to their 
significantrole in our platform.

Ideation Arbitration
Influencer  
Advocacy

Voting
Loyalty  

Programs
Accessto  
Previews

CxN TokenCommunityRewards

At the core of our decentralized BlockChain platform would be multiple constituent elements 
including payments, ratings, arbitrage decisions, rewards, feedback loop, searchability, content 
tagging, and more. The platform would be tokenized to record and automate activities which 
currently require additional and non-productive effort from stakeholders. 
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CxN Token Circulation

CxN Token for faster payments to  
Influencers
Brandsusually setpayment termsof 30-120  days 
when it comes to payments directly or via 
existing tools. With SocialCxN, we can payout 
Influencers almost instantly  after completion of
campaigns.

CxN Token for Reputation Management  
for all parties
SocialCxN platform will have a reputation score 
associated with addresses/accounts on the
Ethereum BlockChain, which willbe calculated 
from an average of multiple reputation scores,
including their score as aBrand, Influencer, 
Arbiter, etc.

CxN Token for targeted Primary Research
CxN Token Holders will be part of our  
community that can vote on feasibilityof  
creative campaigns on Ideation platform, thus 
providing first hand primary research to Brands. 
In return, the community will be rewarded for
participation.

CxN Tokens for ICO startups
ICO startup/Brands who want to launch their
Bounty Campaigns willpay fiat currency to buy 
CxN Tokens as their payment. When Brands pay 
using fiat currency to launch a campaign, 
SocialCxN will use it  to buy back Tokens fromthe
exchanges.

CxN Token to lower transaction costs for  
all parties
Right now, the platform charges a higher  
transaction fee since banks and credit card  
company fees are high. We expect these  
transaction fees to be minimized inthe Influencer
Marketing process, resulting in savings for all
stakeholders.

CxN Token for Arbitration
In the case of a dispute, the payment  contract
sends the campaign forarbitration. CxN Token 
Holders will be rewarded by voting on the dispute. 
Arbiters will select randomly froma pool to avoid
bias.

CxN Token to reduce geographic  
challenges
Brands can connect with any Influencer  
worldwide for Content Creation, Digital  
Consulting, Bounty Programs, or Content  
Distribution instantly, without anyregulatory  or 
financial limitations.

Immediate Term Use-Cases for CxN Token.
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CxN Token Circulation
Future Applications for CxN Token

We have considered two additional use-cases for our Token Design. Our Token value will 
increase significantly and our Token Holders will benefit.

CxN Token for Licensing Content Libraries owned by Creators
With existing social networks maturing and new networks emerging, we see a 
huge opportunity in using our BlockChain infrastructure to develop a niche 
community of Creators who can use our platform to develop exclusive content to 
license out to third parties. With traditional TV viewership falling, we believe that 
such a Content Library hosted on SocialCxN can help Content Creators from all 
over the world to monetize their Media Assets across different regions & target 
groups at premium prices. Right now, this is not a possibility. Our CxN Tokens will 
form the basis of transactions across this Content Library.

CxN Token for e-Commerce
We believe that Content Creators of today are the Niche e-Commerce Merchants 
of tomorrow. By bringing them on our platform and protecting their IP rights via 
Smart Contracts, we see a new market emerging for us, whereby these Creators 
can design and sell merchandise via our platform to our CxN Community as well 
as to Brands.
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At the core of our BlockChain platform, there 
would be 11 concrete use-cases. Below are 5 of 
them to illustrate our vision for this platform:

- Simplifying Bounty Program Management

- Disrupting Market Research – Community-based 
Ideation

- Protecting Usage Rights for Content Creators

- Pricing Transparency

- Arbitrage decisions

Use-Cases to Illustrate our
BlockChain Proposition



Use-Case 1
SocialCxN Smart Contract for Automating Bounty Management Process

- Bounty Programs are the most popular form
of Content Creation and Distribution used by
ICO startupsto gain visibility

- Right now, Bounty Programs are extremely
difficultto manage forICO startups  & provide 
little to no transparency to Bounty Hunters,
when it comes to earning theirawards

- Provisionforboth Social and non-social  
Bounty campaigns

- Automated Results Validation for Bounty
Managers and rewards calculation

- Automated Paymentsto BountyHunters.
- Greater Protection for Bounty Hunters  via

feedback Mechanism forrejected work
- SocialCxN Token Community as

Arbitrators

YES

NO

New  
Bounty  

Campaign

Bounty Manager  

submits campaign  

rules on SocialCxN  

Platform

SocialCxN Platform  

automatically sends 

the offer to all 

Bounty Hunters

Tokens allocated for  

the Bounty Program  

are escrowed with  

SocialCxN

Arbitration  
Process

Does the Bounty  

Hunter want

a review?

End

Has the Bounty  

Hunter met the  

campaign  

requirements?

Bounty Manager  

reviews the  

campaign report

End

SocialCxN Smart  

Contract removes the  

Bounty Hunter from the

campaign

Bounty Hunter  

receives the offer  

from the Bounty  

Manager

Bounty Hunter  

decides to  

accept the offer

Bounty Hunterstarts  

working on

campaign

Bounty Hunter completes  

the campaign

CxN Smart Contract validates 

resultsand creates a  

summary report for the  

Bounty Manager to review

CxN Smart  

Contract transfers  

Tokens to Bounty  

Hunter’swallet

Current Problems SocialCxN’s Solutions

Bounty Hunter notified by  

CxN Smart Contract that  

BountyManager hasnot  

approved campaign  

reports

NO

YES

NO
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Use-Case 2
SocialCxN Smart Contract Community-based Ideation Process (Primary 
Research for Brands)

- Ideation is one of the mostdifficultsteps ina
marketing campaign. Inmostcases, Brands
struggle with thisstage & lookfor ideas from 
third parties. In many cases, Content Creators 
& Brands like to share ideas beforefinalizinga
campaign

-Poor ideation resultsin:
-Poorexecution forconcepts without  
ground-levelfeedback
-Poor results in marketingcampaigns

- SocialCxN.io has an existing Ideation tool to 
allow Content Creators to share ideas with 
brands on campaign types. Thisisa first-of-its-
kindcollaboration tool in this industry,globally

- SocialCxN Smart Contract records Content
Creator’s infowith a Unique ID,  so theyget
the credit forthisideation

- SocialCxN Smart Contract automatically  
records the activityand notifiesallcommunity
members inEurope to participate & earn
Tokens

- SocialCxN Smart Contract records the vote
& Tokens are automatically transferred to
CxN Community

CurrentProblems SocialCxN’s Solutions

New  
Idea

Generated

Influencers/
Agents

SocialCxN
Smart Contract

Brands/  
Digital Agencies

Uploads idea on  

SocialCxN’s Ideation  

for Brands toview

Tags a unique ID to the  
original work along 
with Influencers info

Records clear Terms 
and Conditions for 
usage rights

Notifies all SocialCxN
Token Community  
members to participate  
and earn Tokens

Records all votes and  

tokens are instantly
transferred to 
participants

Brandwants a 3rdparty  
opinion before investing  
in theidea

Brand makes a decision,  
whetherto move forward

or not, based on research
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Use-Case 3
SocialCxN Smart Contract for Protecting Usage Rights of Content Creators

- Many Content Creators in this industry
don’t have access to large Brands to
showcase theirassets.

- Due to lack of transparency, pricing the  
Content isanother challenge for these  
Creators.

- Lastly, uploading content for free on  
social media forexpected Ad Revenue is
not an effective technique as ad
revenues have been showinglow rates over 
time.

- We believe that this industry has to transition
from user-generated unpaid Content to
‘paid content’ foralloriginal work.

- SocialCxN Smart Contract records Content
Creator’s infowithUnique ID-records tag 
content with meta data. It records clear 
terms & conditions for usage rights.  
Contract barsany otherbrand fromusing  
the samevideo.

- Creators willbe able to monetize existing  
content throughourContent Library.

- BrandsorMedia Companies licensingthe  
content pay the Content Creator 
immediately through Smart Contract.

CurrentProblems SocialCxN’s Solutions

New  
Original  

Work

Influencers/  
Agents

SocialCxN  
SmartContract

Brands/  
DigitalAgencies

Uploads original  
work to SocialCxN  
platform forBrands  
to view-limited
or 100%usage

Tagsa unique ID to  
the original work  
along with 
influencers info

Records clearTerms  
and Conditions for  
usagerights

Automatic imme-
diate payment to
theinfluencer

Transaction  
recorded-contract  
will bar any other  
brand from using the  
same originalwork

Brand buys 100%  
rights to theoriginal  
work

Scenario I:
Full User Rights Licensing

Scenario II:
Limited User Rights Licensing

Brand Abuys limited  
user rights for 1year

New  
Original  

Work

Influencers/  
Agents

SocialCxN  
SmartContract

Brands/  
DigitalAgencies

Uploads original  
work to SocialCxN  
platform forBrands  
to view-limited
or 100%usage

Tags a unique ID to  
the original work  
along with Influen-
cers info

Records clearTerms  
and Conditions for  
usagerights

Automatic imme-
diate payment to
theInfluencer

Transaction  
recorded-contract  
will bar any other  
Brand from using the  
same originalwork

Brand B buyslimited  
user rights for 1year
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Use-Case 4
SocialCxN Smart Contract to manage Pricing Transparency

- Currently, there is no pricing structure  
around how much should be paid to  
Content Distributors & Content Creators  
acrossFacebook, Instagram,etc. Anyone  
can charge any price.

- Most of the market pricing is based on  
word-of-mouth, personal contacts, & not  
performance metrics. This is not ascalable  
approachto standardize this industry.

- Few Influencers get the bulk of the business 
through connections and charge a  
premium (have you seen Moneyball?)  
Many effective Influencers don’t get to  
monetize theirservices at a premium due to 
lack of contacts.

- Automating Pricing solves one of the  
biggest bottlenecks inthisIndustrywhen it  
comes toscalability.

- Smart Contract improves efficiency of  
the process and makes itmore productive 
for all stakeholders.

- SocialCxN Smart Contract reviews 
multiple factors to calculate a fair price 
for the campaign based on internal and  
external metrics.

Current Problems SocialCxN’s Solutions

Brands/  
DigitalAgencies

SocialCxN  
SmartContract

Influencers/Agents BlockChain  
Ledger

New  
Campaign

Selects an Influencer  

to workwith

Selects an 
Influencer to 
work with

Pricing calculator  
determines a
fair price

Receives  
an offer

End

Offered price  
recorded
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Introducing SocialCxN's Pricing Ratio for Smart Contracts: A coefficient based on the 
effectiveness of existing competencies of an Influencer, historic data, and 3rd party CPM rates. 
There are more than 32 variables that we have found to be significant.



Use-Case 5
SocialCxN Smart Contract for Dispute Resolution Process

- No Clear Mechanism fordispute  
resolution

- Middle-Men orintermediariesusuallyside  
with the Brands for more business  
opportunities in thefuture

- Legal proceedingscan take monthsfor  
resolution

- Introducinga CxN Community-based  
Arbitrationmechanism

- Provides a clear role for CxN Token  
Holders(we call them CxN Generals) to  
help resolve disputes between Brands  
and Influencers

- Key benefits are greater accountability, fast 
resolution, & community involvement in 
return forrewards

Current Problems SocialCxN’s Solution

- The 1st party that initiates the dispute makes a deposit in Tokens (eg. 10 Tokens) to get the Arbitration process started.

- The 2nd party would also deposit same number of CxN Tokens (eg. 10 Tokens).

- The party for whom the CxN Generals vote in favor would get their deposit of 10 Tokens back &

a positive thumbs up to improve their credibility score.

- The party that loses would lose their deposit of 10 Tokens and it will be given a negative vote that would decrease their 

credibility score.

- CxN Generals receive those 10 Tokens as reward for Arbitration and their credibility rank goes up on platform.

1st Party  
(DisputeInitiator)

SocialCxN  
SmartContract

2ndParty Dispute

Notified of  
Arbitration

CxN  
Generals

Dispute
Initiated

Deposit  
Tokens

Forsakes the Token  
deposit & gets a  
thumbs down

Receives Token  
deposit & gets a  
thumbs up
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Generals vote in favor of Party 2

FavorParty1

FavorParty2

Other Conclusion

Names of both parties 
(Brand & Influencer) will remain 
anonymous to the CxN Generals

CxN General 1

CxN General 2

CxN General 3



Additional Use-Cases

Service Level Agreements Setupand Recording.

ControllingFake News via Content Distribution Ledgers.

Promoting Cross Border Collaboration on Not-for-Profit topics.

CxN Rank for each Influencer-typeto help Brands identify
relevant Influencer-types based on campaign needs.
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Finances
for the next 5years

-Monetization Model
-Revenue Forecasts
-Budget Allocations

ICO Roadmap



Token Launch   

The primary purpose of the Token launch is to effectively kick start the Token market and support 
current media in further developing technology that contributes to the market. Bonuses will be 
provided to early Token buyers.

Symbol

Role

Total Supply

Accepted Payments

Private Sale -I Period

Main Sale Period

CxN

A utility Token used to purchase goods, premium services 
and participate in rewards within the current platform.

500 Million CxN Tokens

ETH, BTC

March 8, 2018 (07:00 pm CST) - March 15, 2018 (11:59 pm CST)

April05, 2018(07:00 pmCST )-April25,2018(11:59pmCST)

Sale Amount

Minimum Transaction

Soft Cap

Hard Cap

Token Contract  
Address

250,000,000CxN

0.10ETH

15,000ETH

To beannounced

Private Sale -II Period March16, 2018 (07:00 pmCST)-March30, 2018(11:59pm CST)

• Smart Contracts will distribute Tokens within one month of the Token sale. Token 
giveaways will be used as a marketing & growth tactic.

• Tokens expected to be listed on major exchanges in 4-6 weeks after ICO.
• Any unsold Tokens will be locked in escrow for 1 year and then returned to the Token 

supply.
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Bonus Structure

Our private sale and main sale will have different bonus rates for the entire distribution 
period.

Note:
- Do not send ETH/BTC directly from exchanges like Coinbase, Biflix.
- Send ETH from your personal ERC20 wallet same as your registered in your account to receive 

CxN.
- Do not send ETH before ICO has begun.
- CxN Wallet will be fully compliant with ERC20 Standards in order to be complaint with 

Ethereum-based wallets in the market.

Pre ICO - Stage 1

Mar8–Mar15

1 ETH = 14, 375 CxN

15% Bonus

Pre ICO - Stage 2

Mar16–Mar30

1 ETH =13,750 CxN

10% Bonus

Main ICO

Apr5–Apr25

1 ETH = 12,500CxN

No Bonus
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Total Token Supply Allocation

50% ICO Token Sale
For funding research, engineering, platform  
development, marketing, business development, 
partnerships, support, admin costs and more.

26% Community Rewards & Referrals
For early team members, future team members, early 
contributors and individuals advising the current team in 
media, growth, BlockChain technology, and fundraising.

8% Marketing & Partner Support
To support community growth programs & strategic 
partnerships that will continue to shape and grow the 
ecosystem.

15% Research And Development
For long-term network governance, transition to a fully 
open-sourced and decentralized platform, partner 
support, and academic grants.

1% Bounty Program
For early team members, future team members, early 
contributors & individuals advising the current team in 
media, growth, BlockChain technology and fundraising.
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Our fixed Token supply of 500 million Tokens will be allocated in the following ways:



Roadmap
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Q3-Q4 2017

✓ www.socialcxn.io launched with Pilot Customers

✓ Revenue Generation initiated with Paid Customers

✓ Content Creation and Content Distribution campaigns 
with Brands and Digital Agencies

Q1  2018

✓ Enterprise Platform launched (Jan 2018)

✓ iOS and Android apps launched (Jan 2018)

✓ White paper completed and Token Design work initiated 
with Technical Advisors

✓ ICO Website launched on Domain (Feb 2018)

✓ Bounty Program Initiated (Q1 2018)

✓ Token Sale event launched with Pre-ICO (March 2018)

Q3  2018

Q2 2018

✓ Main ICO Launched (April 2018)
✓ Token Distribution Completed (May 2018)
✓ CxN Coin Integrated with Exchanges (June 2018)
✓ BlockChain Development Roadmap actualized

Q 4 2018

✓ Continued Aggressive Sales 
Development in existing and 
new markets:

✓ Aggressive New Hiring and Sales 
Development across key countries

✓ Salesforce.com API Integration 
✓ Alpha Platform launched on Test-Net
✓ CxN Wallet Generation
✓ CxN Coin available on platform for 

Brands/Influencers/Agencies/Agents
✓ Development Roadmap initiated for:

➢ Bounty Program Automation
➢ Pricing Automation

Our Roadmap for next 12 months will focus on 3 key initiatives:
1) Continued Sales Development for Aggressive Brand Acquisitions
2) BlockChain Implementation for all use-cases on SocialCxN.io
3) Community Management for Influencer Outreach and feedback loop

✓ Improvements to Alpha platform integrated in system  
based on feedback from stakeholders

✓ Development Roadmap initiated for:
✓ Arbitration via Community of CxN Token Holders 
✓ Intellectual Property Protection for Content Creators  
✓ Crowd Voting via Ideation

Q1 2019

✓ SocialCxN Foundation to launch v1.0 of SocialCxN for 
stakeholders

✓ Further Development initiated for use-cases

✓ Expand team across existing footprint



7,500 Ether
BlockChain attribution protocol implementation within SocialCxN platform. Priority 
for Smart Contracts implementation Roadmap:
✓ Use Case 1: Bounty Program Automation
✓ Use Case 2: Pricing Automation
Partnership Focus: Partner with Content Creators & Content Distributors/SalesForce.com 
API Integration 
Regional Focus for Further Sales Development: USA, Canada, European Markets

12,000 Ether
All milestones listed above, plus:
Partner with external industry networks to introduce CxN platform Tokens to their user 
base and host platforms
Priority for Smart Contracts implementation Roadmap:
✓ Use Case 3: Arbitration via Community of CxN Token Holders 
✓ Use Case 4: Intellectual Property Protection for Content Creators 
Partnership Focus: Partner with Content Creators & Content Distributors  
Regional Focus for Sales Development: Emerging Markets in Asia

15,000 Ether
All milestones listed above plus:
✓ Use Case 5: Crowd Voting via Ideation
Community-based Smart Contract implementation Roadmap (based
on community votes)
Further expand worldwide content offerings and integrations
Partner with external media networks to introduce CxN to their user base & 
platforms
Partnership Focus: Partner with Content Creators & Content Distributors 
Regional Focus for Sales Development: Emerging Markets in South America

Funding Goals 
As with any Token sale, it’s difficult to forecast the total amount that
will be raised. At SocialCxN, we have created multiple funding scenarios that outline 
how resources and efforts will be allocated. The amount of capital raised during the 
private and public Token sale would determine our sales development and tech 
development efforts. (Please see Use-Cases Section in this White Paper)
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Advisors

LinkedIn Profile

✓ BlockChain Advisor to SocialCxN

✓ Industry Thought Leader & Pioneer in  
BlockChainUse-Cases

✓ Former Chairman of Peernova Inc. (provider of 
BlockChain Applications for Financial Sector)

Dr. Naveed Sherwani
President & CEO - SiFive
BlockChain Pioneer in Silicon Valley

Profile Link:

✓ Compliance Advisor to SocialCxN

✓ Fellow @ Harvard University Fellow  Senior Policy 
Expert on Emerging Markets

✓ Distinguished Speaker on Central Banking Regulations

Prof. Serqi Bruno  
Harvard University  
Emerging Markets Expert

LinkedIn Profile

✓ Social Advocacy Advisor

✓ Expert in Media Computing

Jesse DeSplinter
Regulatory Affairs Advisor

(Expert on Not-for-Profit Business)

LinkedIn Profile

✓ International Business Expert with sales and 
marketing experience across Asia and Europe

Hergys Agaraj
Senior Business Advisor

(Expert on Business Processes)

Shaheed Khan
Head of Corporate Banking - GIB

(FinTech Advisor)
LinkedIn Profile

✓ Board Member -Harvard Business Club (GCC )

✓ Board Member - International Association of 
Decentralized Currency and BlockChain
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LinkedIn Profile

✓ Founder of a leading  platform supporting licensed 
professionals with Continuing Education

✓ Formerly Asset Management Expert At State Street 
Corporation

Zeeshan Qureshi
CEO – SkillOrbit

(Machine Learning  Expert)

Our Advisor list consists of BlockChain Experts and Global business leaders across Digital 
Marketing, Bog Data, & e-Commerce.

Don Skenderian
e-Commerce Professional

Amazon Marketing Expert
LinkedIn Profile

✓ International e-Commerce Expert  responsible for  
Influencer Outreach and Branding

LinkedIn Profile

✓ Growth Hacker and Tech Innovator

Holly Fox
CEO – EduCred Inc.
Innovator 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/naveed-sherwani-2a789/
https://daviscenter.fas.harvard.edu/about-us/people/bruno-sergi
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesse-desplinter-b50a0617/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hergys-agaraj-56761518/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mshaheedkhan/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hollyafox/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/don-skenderian-b1442222/
https://www.linkedin.com/


Our Team & Core Contributors
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Yasir Shirazi
Founder & CEO

LinkedIn Profile
✓ Global Experience in Strategy and e-Commerce at Fortune 

100 Firms
✓ Research Fellow at Harvard University on Cryptocurrencies

Prashant Madayam
BlockChain Architect

Tom Hayes
B2B Sales

Zain Khan
Head of Product Management

Kevin Song
Social Media Mgmt.

Klaas Heinrichs
Big Data Analytics 

Andre Russo
Community Mgmt.

LinkedIn Profile
✓ High Tech Business Development Executive  in Partner 

Development
✓ 15 Years of experience with senior roles in  tech Industry

✓ LinkedIn Profile
✓ Social Media Management Expert responsible for 

Outreach and PR

LinkedIn Profile

✓Business Intelligence Tools Specialist

LinkedIn Profile
✓ Serial Entrepreneur  in Financial Services
✓ Founder of Atyeti Inc.  -Ranked by Inc. magazine as one of the 

fastest growing businesses in America

LinkedIn Profile
✓ Client Services Expert with more than 10 years of experience 

across Financial Services Sector

LinkedIn Profile
✓ Social Media Marketing Intern 

And 20 more team members across Sales, Marketing, Tech, 
and Operations…

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shirazi/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zain-khan-689674/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaiyin-kevin-song-587a5a92/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/klaas-heinrichs-631b7414/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/prashanthmyadam/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tom-hayes-cfp%C2%AE-a823024/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andre-russo-2a92b6127/


What is your vision?
Consolidate this fast growing yet fragmented industry 
and facilitateBrands/Influencers of all types and sizes  
into this ecosystem via automation.

Some new companies have recently started  
providing standalone Bounty Program 
Management Tools. How are you different?

We believe that a full ecosystem needs to be built to 
fully realizethe potential of this industry. To bring this 
industry into the mainstream, it is important that 
small Influencers including Bounty Hunters should 
get a fair chance to work with large brands globally
since Brands are of all types and sizes. Plus, Brands 
run both small and large campaigns.

For example, Bounty Hunters can help Brands with 
Twitter Campaigns for hashtag trending. The new 
proposed tools are good but they are restrictive from 
a scalability perspective. We believe that a unified 
approach will increase the value proposition for all 
stakeholders – something that other standalone 
tools can not provide.

What makes SocialCxN a more robust plat-
form versus other tools in the market?

We have a platform approach. Most online tools  
focus on promoting their own agencies to run  
Influencer campaigns. We are agnostic in approach 
and cover the entire ecosystem by having the 
technical architecture for all stakeholders:  Brands, 
Influencers, Digital Agencies (who manage 
campaigns on behalf of Brands), and Influencer 
Agents (who manage the networks
of Influencers).

Does SocialCxN already have a workable  
technology?

Yes. We are adding  BlockChainuse-case solutions
to our existing technology.

Where can I learn more about SocialCxN?
Please feel free to email us at  support@socialcxn.io
and we will be happy  to answer any and every 
relevant question.

Tell us more about your immediate term and long term views around Token 
usage and your platform?

We view our token usage plans both for immediate term and long term. In immediate terms, 
our roadmap focuses on implementing solutions for Traditional Influencer Marketing activities 
such as Arbitration, Rewards, Ratings, etc. Plus, allowing our Token Community to develop into 
a market research platform for Brands to conduct polls, etc. 
For the long term, we see a clear use-case for developing this platform into a hub for Content 
Libraries being managed by individual Content Creators. We would go a step further to 
mention that e-Commerce of physical goods is a potential use-case that will come up since 
Content Creators can use the platform to collaborate with Brands and sell merchandise to our 
Token Community. While we don’t foresee this use-case developing in coming few months, we 
do envision it happening in the next 18-24 months.
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Frequently asked questions
Why did SocialCxN choose Ethereum  
over another BlockChain?

The Ethereum foundation has been continually  
optimizingthe underlying structureand techno-
logy for its platform to improve scalability  
related issues. We have chosen the Ethereum
network because it is among the most robust 
BlockChain platforms built for applications 
integration. Plus, ithas a large development
community which is a huge plus. We believe that 
developing an ecosystem around development 
community is key for success of any major 
initiative (example iOS Developer Platform, 
Facebook Developer Platform, etc.)

Which wallet should I use to purchase CxN?  
SocialCxN’s CxN Tokens are an Ethereum-based  
ERC20 compliant Token. Token holders can easily 
store and manage theirCxN Tokens usingexisting
Ethereumclients, including Mist and
MyEtherWallet.com.

What happens if we don’t meet our softcap?

All transactions will be refunded to the wallet  

address used inthe transaction.

1.Private Sale: (also known as Pre-ICO sale)
The start of the CxN Token private sale is scheduled for March 8th, 2018 and will last until March 
30, 2018. The private sale could end if we reach our minimum soft cap of 7,500 ETH or our 
maximum hard cap of 15,000 ETH. There will be two bonus slabs for the Pre-ICO sale.

2. Public Sale: (also known as Main ICO Sale)
This phase will be known as our ICO SALE and it is scheduled to begin April 05, 2018 and will 
last until April 25, 2018. This phase shall end once the hard cap of 15,000 ETH is reached.

How many CxN Tokens will be issued  
during the Token Sale?

50% of the total supply of Tokens willbe
available duringthe ICO.

How will SocialCxN use BlockChain to 
accomplish its goals? 

SocialCxN will utilize the benefits of 
BlockChain across 2 phases:
Phase 1: Enable Smart Contracts to record  
stakeholder contributions to the platform, thus  
improving efficiency and historic data reporting. 
This would then be leveraged via machine  
learning for improved recommendations.
Phase 2: BlockChain will help mitigate major  
industry challenges, such as user rights 
management, Intellectual property & payments 
across regions and geographies. Coupled with 
our CxN Token, we will create a community 
which would have the potential to influence how 
key features like Arbitration, Reviews, Ratings,  
Ideation, and Pricing would work in the 
BlockChain era. We want to democratize these  
processes and make them more proactive via  
our CxN community’s participation.

Can you outline the ICO phases?

Yes. FYI, our hard cap is 15,000 Ether. Once we 
reach this goal, no matter the phase, all sales 
will cease within 48 hours. We have three 
phases:

- Pre-ICO (15%Bonus)

- Pre-ICO  (10% Bonus)

- Main ICO (no bonus)
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What happens if we don’t meet our 
minimum cap goal?

All transactions will be refunded to the wallet  
addresses used in the transaction.

When will SocialCxN ‘CxN’ coin be listed on 
exchanges?

We will liston several exchanges roughly4-6 
weeksafter the ICO iscompleted.

How is the SocialCxN 'CxN' coin designed?
CxN is an ERC20 standard Ethereum token. The CxN
Token acts as a conduit for the SocialCxN community 
of Influencers, Brands, Retailers & Advertising 
Agencies. The CxNTokenis what is known as a utility 
Token that is equally accessible & usable by all 
participants within the SocialCxNecosystem, 
including for rewards.

What currency can I use to buy CxN coin?
ETH and  BTC

Do you have a special sale for Institutional 
Token buyers?
Please email us info@socialcxn.io

What is the hard cap for the Token Sale?
15,000 Ether.

What is the softcap goal for the Token Sale?
7,500 Ether.

What’s the minimum to participate in the  
Token Sale?

Private Sale: 5 ETH.  
Public Sale: 0.1 ETH.

What sort of brands have worked with  
SocialCxN recently?
Various Fortune 500 Brands have leveraged our  
competencies including big brands,such as Pepsi,  
7Up, Mindshare, Telenor, Nokia, Dr.Pepper, Unilever, 
Uber, Nestle, Peek Freans and others.

Why would an influencer want to work  with 
SocialCxN?
- Greater Monetization Opportunities
- Ideation Opportunities
- Smart Contract backed User Rights
- Best in class collaboration tools
- Intellectual Property Protection

Is SocialCxN aspiring to become an  
Independent media company?

Our analysis shows that Content Creators will look 
for more monetization opportunities in coming 
days and not just rely on traditional social network. 
Our platform will be used as a Content Creation 
and Content Distribution platform for paid media 
consumption.

How can CxN Tokens be used on the  
platform by the Community of Token  
Holders?
There are multiple use cases for Token usage  
including Rewards Management, Crowd votes,  
Dispute Resolution,etc.

You have explained 5 use-cases in the White 
Paper. What other use-cases exist for SocialCxN 
to use BlockChain to scale this industry?

We see clear additional use cases via SocialCxN’s 
BlockChainbased infrastructure for the Music 
Industry, Small Businesses and Ad Exchanges.

Is SocialCxN generating revenue?
Yes. We have been generating revenue since we 
started our sales development initiative in July 
2017.
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Contact Us:
support@socialcxn.io
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